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Mercy (Mercy, Book 1)
Longing to be accepted in Kanin despite her half-breed status, Bryn Aven journeys
to the glittering palace of the Skojare, who offer her a chance to learn about her
heritage and protect citizens from a familiar rival. Simultaneous.

Ice Kissed
Sixteen-year-old Deirdre Monaghan is a music prodigy, who’s about to find out she
can see faeries. Two mysterious (and cute) guys enter her life. Trouble is, Luke is a
soulless faerie assassin and Aodhan is a dark faerie soldier. Their orders from the
Faerie Queen? Kill Deirdre.

Pip Bartlett's Guide to Magical Creatures
From acclaimed and New York Times bestselling YA authors Maggie Stiefvater,
Tessa Gratton, and Brenna Yovanoff comes The Curiosities: A Collection of Stories.
? A vampire locked in a cage in the basement, for good luck. ? Bad guys, clever
girls, and the various reasons why the guys have to stop breathing. ? A world
where fires never go out (with references to vanilla ice cream). These are but a few
of the curiosities collected in this volume of short stories by three acclaimed
practitioners of paranormal fiction. But The Curiosities is more than the stories.
Since 2008, Maggie, Tessa, and Brenna have posted more than 250 works of short
fiction to their website www.merryfates.com. Their goal was simple: create a space
for experimentation and improvisation in their writing?all in public and without a
backspace key. In that spirit, The Curiosities includes the stories and each author's
comments, critiques, and kudos in the margins. Think of it as a guided tour of the
creative processes of three acclaimed authors.

Call Down the Hawk, (The Dreamer Trilogy, Book 1)
The ebook of the stunning new novel from the bestselling author of SHIVER,
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LINGER AND FOREVER. Stay alive, stay astride, stay out of the water Every
November, the Scorpio Races are run beneath the chalk cliffs of Skarmouth.
Thousands gather to watch the horses and the sea that washes the blood from the
sand. The mounts are capaill uisce: savage water horses. There are no horses
more beautiful, more fearless, more deadly. To race them can be suicide but the
danger is irresistible. Sean Kendrick knows the dangers of the capaill uisce. With
one foot in the ocean and one on land, he is the only man on the island capable of
taming the beasts. He races to prove something both to himself and to the horses.
Puck Connolly enters the races to save her family. But the horse she rides is an
ordinary little mare, just as Puck is an ordinary girl. When Sean sees Puck on the
beach he doesn't think she belongs. He doesn't realize his fate will become
entwined in hers. They both enter the Races hoping to change their lives. But first
they'll have to survive.

Immortal Guardians (Spirit Animals: Fall of the Beasts, Book 1)
An electric combination of angels, mystery and romance, MERCY is the first book in
a major paranormal series.

In Dog We Trust
Sam's not just a normal boy-he has a secret. During the summer he walks and
talks as a human, but when the cold comes, he runs with his pack as a wolf. Grace
has spent years watching the wolves in the woods behind her house-but never
dreamed that she would fall in love with one of them. Now that they've found each
other, the clock ticks down on what could be Grace and Sam's only summer
together

The Raven Cycle Book 3: Blue Lily, Lily Blue (Free Preview
Edition)
Best Books of 2019 —Cosmopolitan Camille couldn't be having a better
summer—she kills it as Ophelia in her community theater's production of Hamlet,
catches the eye of the cutest boy in the play, and nabs a spot in a prestigious
theater program. But on the very night she learns she got into the program, she
also finds out she’s pregnant. She definitely can’t tell her parents. And her best
friend Bea doesn’t agree with the decision Camille has made. Camille is forced to
try to solve her problem aloneand the system is very much working against her. At
her most vulnerable, Camille reaches out to Annabelle Ponsonby, a girl she only
barely knows from the theater. Happily, Annabelle agrees to drive her wherever
she needs to go. And in a last minute change of heart, Bea decides to come with.
Over the course of more than a thousand miles, friendships will be tested and
dreams will be challenged. But ultimately, the girls will realize that friends are the
real heroes in every story. Girls on the Verge is an incredibly timely novel about a
woman’s right to choose. Sharon Biggs Waller brings to life a narrative that has to
continue to fight for its right to be told, and honored. "[C]ompelling This title offers
realistic viewpoints on teenage pregnancy, along with what it is like to have the
right to choose, wanting that right, and living knowing that you will be judged for
having exercised it." —School Library Journal, Starred Review
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Shiver Trilogy (Shiver, Linger, Forever)
In the world of Delirium, love is a disease. And like all eighteen-year-olds, Lena and
Hana must take the cure. At the start of their last summer of freedom, they were
the closest of friends. Until Hana made a decision that tore them apart . . . In
Delirium, we heard from Lena. Now, Hana gets to tell her side of the story. And
nothing is what we first thought. Hana is a powerful, moving and beautifully told
original eBook short story, with a shocking twist that will leave you with your heart
in your mouth.

Shivering Heat
This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have
occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant
marks, etc. that were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the
scanning process. We believe this work is culturally important, and despite the
imperfections, have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing
commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide. We appreciate your
understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process, and hope you
enjoy this valuable book.

Shiver Trilogy Boxed Set
The thrilling conclusion to #1 bestselling Shiver trilogy from Maggie Stievater In
Maggie Stiefvater's SHIVER, Grace and Sam found each other. In LINGER, they
fought to be together. Now, in FOREVER, the stakes are even higher than before.
Wolves are being hunted. Lives are being threatened. And love is harder and
harder to hold on to as death comes closing in.

Lament
Logan has always been a stay-at-home bunny, too scared to join his best friend
Luna in her adventures; but one day after she has stormed out he works up the
courage to follow her--and when he finds that she is in trouble he even has the
courage to save her.

The Crown
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Raven Boys, a mesmerizing
story of dreams and desires, death and destiny. The dreamers walk among us . . .
and so do the dreamed. Those who dream cannot stop dreaming - they can only
try to control it. Those who are dreamed cannot have their own lives - they will
sleep forever if their dreamers die. And then there are those who are drawn to the
dreamers. To use them. To trap them. To kill them before their dreams destroy us
all. Ronan Lynch is a dreamer. He can pull both curiosities and catastrophes out of
his dreams and into his compromised reality. Jordan Hennessy is a thief. The closer
she comes to the dream object she is after, the more inextricably she becomes
tied to it. Carmen Farooq-Lane is a hunter. Her brother was a dreamer . . . and a
killer. She has seen what dreaming can do to a person. And she has seen the
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damage that dreamers can do. But that is nothing compared to the destruction
that is about to be unleashed. . . .

Ballad
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Raven Boys, a mesmerizing
story of dreams and desires, death and destiny.

How We Fall
An enchanting story from Maggie Stiefvater featuring Opal, Ronan, and Adam from
her bestselling Raven Cycle, taking place after the events of The Raven King.

Mister Impossible (The Dreamer Trilogy #2)
Teenage werewolf Kalix MacRinnalch is pursued through the streets of London by
hunters armed with silver bullets, while her sister, the Werewolf Enchantress, is
busy designing clothes for the Fire Queen and, in the Scottish Highlands, a feud is
brewing.

The Dire Wolves Chronicles
Ever since Jackie moved to her uncle's sleepy farming town, she's been flirting way
too much--and with her own cousin, Marcus. Her friendship with him has turned
into something she can't control, and he's the reason Jackie lost track of her best
friend, Ellie, who left forno one knows where. Now Ellie has been missing for
months, and the police, fearing the worst, are searching for her body. Swamped
with guilt and the knowledge that acting on her love for Marcus would tear their
families apart, Jackie pushes her cousin away. The plan is to fall out of love, and,
just as she hoped he would, Marcus falls for the new girl in town. But something
isn't right about this stranger, and Jackie's suspicions about the new girl's secrets
only drive the wedge deeper between Jackie and Marcus--and deepens Jackie's
despair. Then Marcus is forced to pay the price for someone else's lies as the
mystery around Ellie's disappearance starts to become horribly clear. Jackie has to
face terrible choices. Can she leave her first love behind, and can she go on living
with the fact that she failed her best friend?

Hana
From bestselling authors Maggie Stiefvater and Jackson Pearce comes an exciting
new series full of magical creatures, whimsical adventures, and quirky illustrations.
Here s a list of things Pip Bartlett can talk to: Unicorns Miniature Silky Griffins
Bitterflunks Basically, all magical creatures Here s a list of things she can t talk to
(at least, not very well): Parents Teachers Basically, all people Because of a
Unicorn Incident at her school (it was an accident!), Pip is spending the summer
with her Aunt Emma at the Cloverton Clinic for Magical Creatures. At first, it s all
fun, games, and chatting with Hobgrackles, but when Fuzzles appear and start
bursting into flame at the worst possible places, Pip and her new friend Tomas
must take action. Because if the mystery of the Fuzzles isn t solved soon, both
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magical and unmagical creatures are going to be in a lot of trouble."

Forever
The third installment in the mesmerizing series from the irrepressible, #1 NEW
YORK TIMES bestselling author Maggie Stiefvater.Blue Sargent has found things.
For the first time in her life, she has friends she can trust, a group to which she can
belong. The Raven Boys have taken her in as one of their own. Their problems
have become hers, and her problems have become theirs.The trick with found
things, though, is how easily they can be lost.Friends can betray.Mothers can
disappear.Visions can mislead.Certainties can unravel.In a starred review, THE
BULLETIN called THE DREAM THIEVES, the previous book in The Raven Cycle, "a
complex web of magical intrigue and heart-stopping action." Now, with BLUE LILY,
LILY BLUE, the web becomes even more complex, snaring readers at every
turn.REVIEWS:Praise for THE DREAM THIEVES:* "Richly written and filled with
figurative language . . . this story of secrets and dreams, of brothers and of all-tooreal magic is an absolute marvel of imagination and an irresistible invitation to
wonder." -- BOOKLIST, starred review* "Mind-blowingly spectacular . . . Stiefvater's
careful exploration of class and wealth and their limitations and opportunities
astounds with its sensitivity and sophistication. The pace is electric, the prose
marvelously sure-footed and strong, but it's the complicated characters . . . that
meld magic and reality into an engrossing, believable whole." -- KIRKUS REVIEWS,
starred review* "A paranormal thriller . . . this installment [is] more tense and
foreboding than its predecessor -- and every bit as gripping." -- PUBLISHERS
WEEKLY, starred review* "A complex web of magical intrigue and heartstopping
action." -- THE BULLETIN, starred review* "Readers who want a moody chill and
appreciate an atmospheric turn of phrase will want to spend more time in
Henrietta." -- SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL, starred reviewPraise for THE RAVEN
BOYS:"Stiefvater is a master storyteller." -- USA TODAY"A dizzying paranormal
romance tinged with murder and Welsh mythology." -- THE LOS ANGELES TIMES*
"Simultaneously complex and simple, compulsively readable, marvelously
wrought." -- KIRKUS REVIEWS, starred review* "A tour de force . . . such a
memorable read." -- PUBLISHERS WEEKLY, starred review* "One unexpected and
wonderful surprise after another . . . a marvel of imagination." -- BOOKLIST, starred
review* "THE RAVEN BOYS is an incredibly rich and unique tale, a supernatural
thriller of a different flavor. . . . Fans have been salivating for Stiefvater's next
release and THE RAVEN BOYS delivers." -- SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL, starred
review"Equal parts thriller and mystery, with a measured dash of romance
sprinkled on top . . . Maggie has woven such a unique, intriguing narrative that I
struggled for comparisons." -- MTV.comA PUBLISHERS WEEKLY Best Book of the
YearTHE BULLETIN OF THE CENTER FOR CHILDREN'S BOOKS 2012 Blue Ribbons list

Shiver Series (Shiver, Linger, Forever, Sinner)
Explore the world of the Dire Wolves… Three full-length novels. Contains complete
Series. DIRE Gage was the first guy I ever wanted. He was my first crush and my
first fantasy, but he wasn't my first in any other way because he never saw me as
anything more than a friend— at least not until the night that changed everything.
It was all Gage's fault. He insisted we drive through the storm and take the back
roads. By the time the storm hit full force we had no chance. One night of
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snowbound sex changed our relationship forever. The problem was at the same
time I caught another guy’s attention. This other guy happened to be the alpha of
a pack of shifter wolves. I thought the wolves were the worst of my problems, but I
was wrong. When things went from bad to worse I had to make a lifelong sacrifice
to save Gage, but what price is too much to save the one you love? DUSK After you
have sacrificed your freedom what else is there to lose? Mary Anne has given her
word to Hunter that she’ll stay as his mate, but every second she spends with him
takes her further away from Gage when he needs her the most. Caught between
love and duty, Mary Anne discovers that her troubles are just beginning, and that
sometimes love comes at a great price. DAWN It is always darkest before dawn.
Gage and Mary Anne are on the run and determined to break Hunter out of prison
so he can finish changing Gage. They look to Mary Anne’s college friend Genevieve
and the zany Dire Denny for assistance, but in the end, help comes from the
unlikeliest of places. Hunter must end the hunt even if it means destroying his own
brother and giving up on the girl destined to be his. With betrayal surrounding him
at every turn, his best chance at ending the hunt is someone he is sworn to hate.
*New Adult Paranormal Romance*

The Greek's Pregnant Bride
In Maggie Stiefvater's Shiver, Grace and Sam found each other. In Linger, they
fought to be together. Now, in Forever, the stakes are even higher than before.
Wolves are being hunted. Lives are being threatened. And love is harder and
harder to hold on to as death closes in.

Shiver
Here is a thing everyone wants: A miracle. Here is a thing everyone fears: What it
takes to get one. Any visitor to Bicho Raro, Colorado, is likely to find a landscape of
dark saints, forbidden love, scientific dreams, miracle-mad owls, estranged
affections, one or two orphans, and a sky full of watchful desert stars. At the heart
of this place you will find the Soria family, who all have the ability to perform
unusual miracles. And at the heart of this family are three cousins longing to
change its future: Beatriz, the girl without feelings, who wants only to be free to
examine her thoughts; Daniel, the Saint of Bicho Raro, who performs miracles for
everyone but himself; and Joaquin, who spends his nights running a renegade radio
station under the name Diablo Diablo. They are all looking for a miracle. But the
miracles of Bicho Raro are never quite what you expect.

Poems
New York Times bestselling author Meagan Spooner spins a thoroughly thrilling
Beauty and the Beast story for the modern age, expertly woven with spellbinding
romance, intrigue, and suspense that readers won’t soon be able to forget. Beauty
knows the Beast's forest in her bones—and in her blood. After all, her father is the
only hunter who’s ever come close to discovering its secrets. So when her father
loses his fortune and moves Yeva and her sisters out of their comfortable home
among the aristocracy and back to the outskirts of town, Yeva is secretly relieved.
Out in the wilderness, there’s no pressure to make idle chatter with vapid
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baronessas…or to submit to marrying a wealthy gentleman. But Yeva’s father’s
misfortune may have cost him his mind, and when he goes missing in the woods,
Yeva sets her sights on one prey: the creature he’d been obsessively tracking just
before his disappearance. The Beast. Deaf to her sisters’ protests, Yeva hunts this
strange creature back into his own territory—a cursed valley, a ruined castle, and a
world of magical creatures that Yeva’s only heard about in fairy tales. A world that
can bring her ruin, or salvation. Who will survive: the Beauty, or the Beast?

A Darkness Strange and Lovely
"From the author of Once Upon a Wine, a new novel set in the charming seashore
town of Black Dog Bay, Delaware. When Jocelyn Hilliard finds herself named legal
guardian for the late Mr. Allardyce's pack of prized Labrador retriever show dogs,
her world is flipped upside down. She's spent her entire life in Black Dog Bay,
Delaware, but never expected to be living the pampered life of a seasonal resident
in an oceanside mansion with a generous stipend. But her new role isn't without its
challenges: the dogs (although cute) are difficult to manage, her boyfriend leaves
her, and suddenly she's contending with her late benefactor's estranged son, Liam,
who thinks he's entitled to the inheritance that was left to the dogs. But Jocelyn
has worked too hard, and her mother has sacrificed too much, for her to back down
without a fight. She uncovers Mr. Allardyce's secrets, connects with her mother on
new levels, and learns more about her own father's legacy while trying to find
common ground with Liam. As Jocelyn fights to keep her new fur-family together,
she is faced with a new rival who threatens to take everything"--

Hunted
Perfect for fans of Libba Bray's The Diviners and Cassandra Clare's The Infernal
Devices series, this spellbinding sequel to Something Strange and Deadly delivers
a mix of supernatural forces and intense romance, set against the enchanting
backdrop of nineteenth-century Paris. With her brother dead and her mother
insane, Eleanor Fitt is alone. Even the Spirit-Hunters—Joseph, Jie, and the
handsome Daniel—have fled to Paris. So when Eleanor hears the vicious barking of
hounds and sees haunting yellow eyes, she fears that the Dead, and the
necromancer Marcus, are after her. To escape, Eleanor boards a steamer bound for
France. There she meets Oliver, a young man who claims to have known her
brother. But Oliver harbors a dangerous secret involving necromancy and black
magic that entices Eleanor beyond words. If she can resist him, she'll be fine. But
when she arrives in Paris, she finds that the Dead have taken over, and there's a
whole new evil lurking. And she is forced to make a deadly decision that will go
against everything the Spirit-Hunters stand for. In Paris, there's a price for this
darkness strange and lovely, and it may have Eleanor paying with her life.

Girls on the Verge
The Scorpio Races
Lose yourself in Maggie Stiefvater’s NEW YORK TIMES bestselling Shiver series:
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SHIVER, LINGER, and FOREVER. shiver Sam's not just a normal boy -- he has a
secret. During the summer he walks and talks as a human, but when the cold
comes, he runs with his pack as a wolf. Grace has spent years watching the wolves
in the woods behind her house -- but never dreamed that she would fall in love
with one of them. Now that they've found each other, the clock ticks down on what
could be Grace and Sam's only summer together. linger Can Grace and Sam last?
Each will have to fight to stay together -- whether it means a reckoning with his
werewolf past for Sam, or for Grace, facing a future that is less and less certain.
Enter Cole, a new wolf who is wrestling with his own demons, embracing the life of
a wolf while denying the ties of being human. For Grace, Sam, and Cole, life is
harrowing and euphoric, enticing and alarming. As their world falls apart, love is
what lingers. But can it be enough? forever For Grace, Sam, and Cole, the story
continues -- only now, the stakes are even higher than before. Wolves are being
hunted. Lives are being threatened. It's becoming harder and harder to hold on to
one another. The past, the present, and the future are about to collide in one pure
moment -- a moment of death or life, farewell or forever.

The King's Evil (James Marwood & Cat Lovett, Book 3)
The Gorgeous Greek: Married for His Heir Christian Markos swapped the streets of
Athens for the world's top boardrooms. Now, with enough riches to indulge his
every whim, there's only one luxury he can't buy: stunning, sensual Alessandra
Mondelli. His best friend's sister is strictly off-limits…until their forbidden attraction
consumes them both, leaving Alessandra pregnant! After a youthful mistake,
Alessandra is no stranger to public scrutiny. Christian's honorable proposal offers
her and their baby protection, but she must push all thoughts of love aside. Except
their dishonorable hunger for one another is threatening their convenient
arrangement! The world's sexiest billionaires finally say "I do!"

Sinner
James Morgan’s gift for music has attracted Nuala, a soul-snatching faerie who
feeds on the creative energies of exceptional humans until they die. While
collaborating on a musical composition, James and Nuala unexpectedly fall in love.
When James realizes that Nuala is being hunted, he plunges into a soul-scorching
battle with the Faerie Queen.

All the Crooked Saints
Will Dimple and Rishi find their happily ever after? Find out in this funny, romantic,
endlessly charming enovella companion to the New York Times bestseller When
Dimple Met Rishi! Dimple Shah has a lot of opinions about marriage, but they boil
down to this: It’s not for her. Sure, she loves her boyfriend, Rishi, but why does she
need to validate that with an institution that has historically never favored the
woman? Why go through all that hassle? Rishi Patel deeply disagrees. He believes
in the power that comes with combining love and tradition, and when the time
comes, wants nothing more than to honor those things in a huge celebration with
his friends and family. He knows Dimple loves him, but in hearing her rant about
how marriage is a “construct of hegemonic masculinity” for the millionth time, a
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small, niggling part of him worries that it’s not the institution of marriage Dimple
has a problem with; maybe it’s him. The two lovebirds find themselves at a
philosophical impasse. Can they find a way to work it out, or does kismet have
other plans?

Sinner: Free Preview (First 3 Chapters)
A bundle of all four books in this addictive and hypnotic series exploring the allconsuming romance between two star-crossed lovers: a yellow-eyed wolf boy and
a human girl, by New York Times best-selling author Maggie Steifvater.

A Little Bit Brave
This book includes all 3 novels of the bestselling Raven Series. With more than
200+ five-star reviews, this series topped the teen paranormal romance charts for
months. Find out why readers say "If you love the romance of Twilight and Mortal
Instruments, you'll fall in love with White Raven. Get Lost in the Raven Series! It
only took one heartbeat to change Piper's life--one chilling phone call in the middle
of the night. Piper is a Bansheebut she doesn't know it until she spends the
summer with a grandma she's never met. A dark past follows Piper, and her only
salvation might be the one person she has sworn to avoid. Zane Hunter. Six feet of
swoon inducing looks, he is the type of guy who leaves a string of broken hearts in
his wake. The Raven series. A YA paranormal romance full of atmosphere, selfdiscovery, and love that will keep you captivated until the very last page.
Thousands of copies sold, millions of pages read, and 200+ five-star reviews. Now
for the first time, save by reading the series in this special deal!

Opal (a Raven Cycle Story)
A dark threat faces the world of Erdas in this riveting new saga from the New York
Times bestselling series. A heart-pounding new adventure from the New York
Times bestselling series. In the world of Erdas, every child must discover if they will
summon a spirit animal, a rare and incredible gift. Conor, Abeke, Meilin, and Rollan
were rare even among those few. They summoned legendary animals--brave
guardians who were reborn to protect their world. Now more of these legends are
appearing across Erdas, bonded to special children. But a dark force has emerged.
Older than memory, it has slept for centuries beneath the surface of the world.
With the power to tear away spirit animals, it begins a rampage that will be felt in
every corner of Erdas. If the young heroes can't stop it, the darkness will first
consume the spirit animals . . . and then the world.

UnSouled
Read a sneak peek of the first three chapters of SINNER, from the world of the #1
NEW YORK TIMES bestselling Shiver Trilogy, by Maggie Stiefvater. found. Cole St.
Clair has come to California for one reason: to get Isabel Culpeper back. She fled
from his damaged, drained life, and damaged and drained it even more. He doesn't
just want her. He needs her. lost. Isabel is trying to build herself a life in Los
Angeles. It's not really working. She can play the game as well as all the other
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fakes. But what's the point? What is there to win? sinner. Cole and Isabel share a
past that never seemed to have a future. They have the power to love each other
and the power to tear each other apart. The only thing for certain is that they
cannot let go.

As Kismet Would Have It
Tricked by a former friend into canceling a date and filling in as a babysitter,
teenage Riley could never imagine the fear that now haunts her lifeess to the
double murder of the parents of her young charge, Riley can't shake her memories
of that evening, especially since she was little help to the police investigators. She
agrees to attend a therapy weekend, only for terror to intrude again when
kidnappers break into the building and murder both counselors and teen
attendees. Riley survives thanks to the help of Max, but after regaining
consciousness in the hospital, she learns that Max has been accused of these
latest murders. After all, there is no trace of the kidnappers, and Max is
schizophrenican easy fall guy. Max and Riley need answers.

Raven Series
Grace is fascinated by the wolves in the woods behind her house; one yellow-eyed
wolf in particular. Every winter, she watches him, but every summer, he
disappears. Sam leads two lives. In winter, he stays in the frozen woods, with the
protection of the pack. In summer, he has a few precious months to be human . . .
until the cold makes him shift back again. When Grace and Sam finally meet, they
realize they can't bear to be apart. But as winter nears, Sam must fight to stay
human - or risk losing himself, and Grace, for ever.

The Curiosities
You thought it ended with FOREVER, but there's another story to tell - the one of
Cole and Isabel. SINNER follows Cole St. Clair, a pivotal character from the #1
bestselling Shiver Trilogy. found. Cole St. Clair has come to California for one
reason: to get back Isabel Culpeper. She fled from his damaged, drained life, and
damaged and drained it even more. He doesn't just want her. He needs her. lost.
Isabel is trying to build herself a life in Los Angeles. It's not really working. She can
play the game as well as all the other fakes. But what's the point? What is there to
win? sinner. Cole and Isabel share a past that never seemed to have a future. They
have the power to love each other and the power to tear each other apart. The
only thing for certain is that they cannot let go.

Lonely Werewolf Girl
From the No.1 bestselling author of The Ashes of London and The Fire Court comes
the next book in the phenomenally successful series following James Marwood at
the time of King Charles II.A royal scandal that could change the face of England
forever London 1667. In the Court of Charles II, it's a dangerous time to be alive - a
wrong move may lead to disgrace, exile or death. The discovery of a body at
Clarendon House, the palatial home of one of the highest courtiers in the land,
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could therefore have catastrophic consequences. James Marwood, a traitor's son, is
ordered to cover up the murder. But the dead man is Edward Alderley, the cousin
of one of Marwood's acquaintances. Cat Lovett had every reason to want her
cousin dead. Since his murder, she has vanished, and all the evidence points to her
as the killer. Marwood is determined to clear Cat's name and discover who really
killed Alderley. But time is running out for everyone. If he makes a mistake, it could
threaten not only the government but the King himself Praise for Andrew Taylor
'One of the best historical crime writers today' The Times 'If you like C. J. Sansom,
or Hilary Mantel, you'll love Andrew Taylor' Peter James 'Effortlessly
authenticgrippingmoving and believable. An excellent work' C. J. Sansom 'This is
historical crime fiction at its dazzling best' Guardian 'One of the best historical
novelists around' Sunday Times 'A breathtakingly ambitious picture of an era'
Financial Times 'A masterclass in writing for the genre' Ann Cleeves 'Andrew Taylor
is one of our finest storytellers' Antonia Hodgson 'Vivid and compelling' Observer 'A
novel filled with intrigue, duplicity, scandal and betrayal, whose author now vies
with another master of the genre, C. J. Sansom' Spectator 'Taylor brings the 17th
century to life so vividly that one can almost smell it' Guardian 'A most artful and
delightful book, that will both amuse and chill' Daily Telegraph

The Masked Truth
After the destruction of the Graveyard, Connor and Lev are on the run, seeking a
woman who may be the key to bringing down unwinding forever while Cam, the
rewound boy, tries to prove his love for Risa by bringing Proactive Citizenry to its
knees.

Forever
Kiera Cass’s #1 New York Times bestselling Selection series has captured the
hearts of readers from its very first page. Now the end of the journey is here.
Prepare to be swept off your feet by The Crown—the eagerly awaited, wonderfully
romantic fifth and final book in the Selection series. In The Heir, a new era dawned
in the world of The Selection. Twenty years have passed since America Singer and
Prince Maxon fell in love, and their daughter is the first princess to hold a Selection
of her own. Eadlyn didn’t think she would find a real partner among the Selection’s
thirty-five suitors, let alone true love. But sometimes the heart has a way of
surprising you…and now Eadlyn must make a choice that feels more difficult—and
more important—than she ever expected.

Linger
As Grace hides the vast depth of her love for Sam from her parents and Sam
struggles to release his werewolf past and claim a human future, a new wolf
named Cole wins Isabel's heart but his own past threatens to destroy the whole
pack.
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